We will discuss several methods for measuring the tunes in the Tevauon. These methods can be separated into three classes: active, passive and hybrid. In the active method, the beam is tickled in order to obtain a frequency response.
INTRODUCTION
There are several tune measurement methods used in the operation of the Tevatron. These methods are developed in part because the antiproton NtIe is difficult to measure when there are protons in the Tevatron. In high energy physics conditions, the proton beam current is about 10 times higher than the antiproton beam current and thus the proton signal swamps the Schottky detectors despite their directivity. The preferred method for measuring proton tunes is to use the Schottky detectors which are passive and thus do not influence the beam in any way. For measuring antiproton tunes, we have to gently excite the beam Uansversely either with stripline kickers or with the Tevamn Electron Lens (TEL). Finally, a tune fitting method is also underdevelopment which will allow us to read the proton tune without human intervention. This method when fully operational will allow us to quickly measure chromaticities and also track the evolution of the proton tunes during collisions.
SCHOTTKY DETECTORS
The Schottky detectors [l] are 1 m in length with a square cross section shown in Figure 1 . The stripline consists of two copper bars which can be moved by stepper motors to change the sensitivity. Its resonant frequency can also be Nned by using the variable capacitor C,. Presently these detectors are tuned to resonate around 21.4 MHz with a loaded QL = 370.
Four of these detectors have been built to allow us to look at the horizontal and vertical tunes of both the protons and pbars. However in practice, only the proton tunes are monitored during high energy physics (HEP). Although these detectors are directional, the pbar tunes are not normally monitored because alot of the proton signal still leaks through which swamps the pbar signals. In order to overcome this, we have to gently kick -tickle the pbars in order to see their tunes.
Tickling
The process of gently kicking the beam is what we call tickling. We have two tickling methods which we use to ObSeNe pbar tunes using the Schottky detectors Tevatron Electron Lens (TEL). Gated noise on a stripline kicker. 
Tevatron Electron Lens
The E L , is built for the Tevauon Beam-Beam Compensation R&D Project, can also be used as a beam exciter for beam tune measurements [2]. To do this, the electron beam of the TEL is placed very near the bunch to be measured by timing the electron beam pulse to a specific bunch or hunches.
The electron beam used for this purpose is round with a diameter of about 3.5 mm and is modulated with gated white noise whose modulation depth is also adjustable. Every time the selected bunch passes by the electron heam, it receives a kick from the electron beam (this is just like the stripline beam tickler discussed below). Therefore, beam dipole oscillations are excited and thus Schottky signals which were originally too weak to be seen by a spectrum analyzer is excited above the noise floor. Besides using the white noise modulation, a chirp or a modulation sweep can also be applied. One caveat is that the bem-beam kick can be very strong, and so the peak electron current and modulation depth must be well controlled to avoid fast beam blowups or even beam loss. In practice, the electron beam is gated to a specific antiproton bunch and then set to about 1 to 2 mm from it. This allows us to tickle it and measure its tune. As a comparison, the nearest proton hunch is about 7 mm away from the electron beam.
Gated Noise Tickling
In gated noise tickling, a bandwidth limited white noise is applied to one selected pbar bunch with a stripline kicker. Figure 2 , shows what happens when we do this to pbar hunch 24. Before applying &e tickle, we see a proton signal which leaks through. After we apply a vertical tickle, we can clearly see the pbar vertical tune. 
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE MEASUREMENT
We measure the frequency response of each pbar bunch by tickling the beam with a smpline kicker and then measuring the frequency response with a stripline pickup. See Figure 3 . A critical part of the setup is the autozero box [3] which centres the beam virtually between the stripline pickups. The sample and hold circuit allows us to measure the pbar tune of individual bunches. Figure 4 shows the frequency response of one pbar bunch.
TUNE FITTING
In order to automate the tunes, decoupling and chromaticity measurements, we have written a tune fitting software package. Frequency spectra similar to the one shown in Figure 2 are read out at a frequency of approximately 0.5 Hz into a conventional computer running SUNOS.
ticle Accelerator Conference This tune fitter reports results continuously at about 0.5 to 1 Hz, with a delay time of ahout 5 seconds. This delay is due to the scanning and averaging in the HP3561a specbum analyzer, about a second or so for Data Acquisition via the GPIB and various computers, and sending the output to the datalogger nodes, and finally about a second for doing the fits. We are currently working on faster dgorithms, relying solely on the smoothed out spectra, to speedup this procedures. In addition, we can merge this software with the control software regulating the tickling of specific bunches allowing us to systematically explore quatitatively the heam-hem tune-shift phenomenon in the Tevatron. 
CONCLUSION
We have discussed the various methods which we use to measure the proton and antiproton tunes in the Tevauon.
None of the methods for measuring the antiproton tunes are completely satisfactory at this time. A new set of Schottky detectors operating at 1.6 GHz is being commissioned which will allow us to measure hunch by hunch antiproton tunes passively. Unfortunately, the tune resolution of this system will be -0.005 rather than -0.0001 of the 21. 4 MHz Schottky system discussed above. The Nne fitting programme also shows promise in providing us with a way of automatically reading and tracking the evolution of the tune during a high energy physics operations.
